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Chief minister of Maharashtra, Prithviraj Chavan
conferred the prestigious Maharashtra Bhushan award
on renowned scientist Dr Anil Kakodkar. The award
function was held near the Gateway of India. On the
occasion, Chavan showered laurels on Dr Kakodkar for
his contribution in the field of development and
promotion of nuclear energy. Dr. kakodkar by his
achievements has made every Goan proud. He remains
a guiding force and a role model for present generation.
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Hindustani classical vocalist
Kishori Amonkar has been selected
for the lifetime achievement award
instituted by the state government
in memory of Bharat Ratna Pandit
Bhimsen Joshi. She would be the
first recipient of this award for the
year 2012-13.
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This Year as the nation celebrates the 150th birth
anniversary of Swami Vivekanand, it is the need of the
hour for our Indian Society to rise to the occasion and
redefine the message of Indian philosophy presented to
the world by Swami Vivekanand in the most appropriate
manner, in order to check the degradation of
values.

He was the beacon of the spiritual wisdom
and discovered true soul of Indian philosophy.

Swami Vivekanand took patriotism out of
its political confines and vested it with larger
possibilities, dimensions and meanings.
Similarly, religion according to him is another
name of love, compassion, mercy,
brotherhood and mutual respect. He said,
Religion should not be made an excuse for
destruction, war or expression by force.
Freedom for him is more to do with freeing of
the mind than the body. This spiritual awakening and self
realization helped people in knowing their own potentialities.

His message was the empowerment of people through
education, thought and action. He was the man with
courage who mastered life and death. He explained true
meaning of our existence on the earth.

Weakness and fear, according to him are of the greatest
of all superstitions and bigotry is the worst.

Swamiji set up ‘Ramakrishna Mission’ to carry forward
his campaign for helping poor and underprivileged and for
the idea of individual renunciation to committed social
services.

His idea of perfect womanhood is her independence.
He said, 'women work out their destinies much better than
men can ever do for them. The root cause of injustice
towards women is the mindset of men who undertook to
shape the destiny of women’.

Vivekanand conquered the hearts of
millions at the ‘world Religion Conference'
in America. His address to the world was
appreciated and he was the only one who
 won a standing ovation.

He was called the ‘Real Youth Icon'. His
message to youth was not only in what he
said, but in how he lived during his lifespan
of 39 years.

During his visit to America, he was
confronted by an American lady who scoffed
at his saffron robe and made ridiculous
statement, 'man, can't you put on proper

dress and be a gentleman?’  Swami ji retorted, 'Madam, In
your country clothes make a gentleman; but in my country
character makes a gentleman.'

In his message to youth he said it is good to have fun
but eating, drinking, dressing, and society nonsense are
not thing to throw a life upon.

Vivekanand ji had his faith in individualism and
humanity. He chose a path which made positive impression
on the people who recall him a century after he is no more
and enduring aspects of his life and work will keep on
inspiring us in the future.

- Smt. Sharmila Telang
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‘Fuloos Plays with the Sun’

In the world of Angela Ferrao's ‘Fuloos Plays
with the Sun', Fuloos, the protagonist, is an
infectiously happy, young camel. This book is
about his attempt at proving that he isn't just a
baby camel by crossing the desert bravely with
his family. However, the book quickly reveals
more with an undertone of fun through Fuloos's
mischief-making journey with the Sun.’

Fuloos Plays with the Sun’ is a delightful
read for all children. The storyline is simple to
understand, makes an easy read, and is just fun.
Angela's bright illustrations breathe life into this
story and make it memorable. What made it
memorable for me was not just Fuloos's goofy

smile, or the mischievous glint in his eyes, the
simplicity and innocent happiness of the story
did it for me.

Review by Asmita Das
Instructional Designer
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Cricket academies today form an integral part of any
budding young cricketer’s life. These academies can really
shape a budding cricketer’s career and help it to blossom
and realize the cricketer’s true potential.

One such cricket academy, the “Dilip Sardessai
Memorial Lalchand Rajput Cricket Academy” set up at
Margao in the sprawling MCC (Margao Cricket Club) campus
is turning out to be a great boon to upcoming young

cricketers from South Goa. The DSMLR cricket academy
was set up in 2011 with “AAMI GOENKAR” as its visionary
patron led by Mr. Sanjay Hegde and Mr. Lalchand Rajput
being the chief mentor of the cricket academy.

The DSMLR cricket academy was set up with the vision
of providing high quality coaching to a limited number of
talented boys under the age groups of 14 yrs and 16 yrs
with more emphasis on the U-14 boys. Initially only 20
boys each were selected under both the age groups with
the selections conducted over a 2 day period by Mr. Rajput
himself.

The success of any cricket academy lies in the quality
of its coaching staff. The DSMLR cricket academy is
fortunate enough to have Mr. Vinod Dhamaskar,  a National
Cricket Academy trained   Level 3 coach , Ex-Ranji
cricketer,  a person passionate about coaching and working
with young kids and who has been coaching kids in Goa
for the last 30 odd years. These young lads at the academy
are indeed fortunate enough to have Mr. Dhamaskar as
their coach as it is only imperative that their future is being
molded in the best possible way.

Within a year’s time, the fruits of Mr. Dhamaskar’s
labour and the hard work put in by the academy lads are
already begin to show. Quite a number of lads from U-14,
U-16 & U-19 have been shortlisted by the GCA selection

committee to represent the state teams. Some prominent
names that have been shortlisted are as follows:

1) U19:- Infancio Correira & Nihal  Faleiro
2) U-16:- Nihal  Surlakar, Suarbh Shetgaonkar, Siddhant

Salunke, Shivam Amonkar, Hanumant Karpani&
Vishwanath Lotlikar

3) U-14:- Aditya Suryavanshi, Prasad Raikar, Anush
Bandodkar,Arunkumar Gautam, Gaurav Mukherjee,
Saish Prabhu, Shashank  Verenkar ,Atharv Samant,
Dhruv Bhende.

Also in the recently conducted U-15 tournament by
Adarsh Sports club in association with SAG , our academy
team came out with flying colours winning the tournament
by defeating RCC Vasco team in the finals. It is very
important to note that outstation teams from Chennai &
Bangalore had also participated in the tournament, thus
making the win even sweeter and proof enough of the talent
that is being groomed by Mr. Vinod Dhamaskar at the
DSMLR Cricket Academy.

Mr. Sanjay Hegde of Aami Goenkar continues to be
the inspiring and motivational force behind the academy

and the mentorship of Mr. Lalchand Rajput  along with the
tutelage of Mr. Vinod Dhamaskar is definitely helping to
identify and nurture young talent in the field of cricket and
will go in a long way to help provide talented players to the
Goa Cricket Association teams at all levels. Once again,
kudos to Aami Goenkar for being on the forefront in helping
to nurture talent in the Social, Cultural & Sports fields.

Thank You
Prasad Bhende

(Father of Dhruv Bhende, Trainee at the academy)
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 Dilip Sardesai Memorial Lalchand Rajput Cricket
Academy Supported By Aami Goenkar

DSMLR Cricket Academy Winners U-14
Tournament Organised by Adarsh Sports Club
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Mast. Amogh Mahesh Halarnkar
achieving 24th rank in
Std IV Scholarship exam
conducted by the
Govt. of Maharashtra.
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Best District Award
The South Goa District Collector’s

off ice has been awarded the
national award for being the
best district in providing rehabilitation
services and empowerment of persons
with disabilities. This is for the first time
the ministry of social justice and
empowerment has selected Goa for

this award among the 623 districts in the country.
As per the census of the 2001, Goa has 15,749

persons with impairment and disabilities - nearly 1.2 per
cent in the state - and half of that in South Goa district.

Collector
Mr. N. D. Agrawal
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Adv.  Pramod N. Anaokar,

B.com, L.L.B., Worked with
Adv. P.K.Rele  solicitors &
presently has been practicing
in Labour Laws before the
Labour Courts, Industr ial
Courts, (both at Mumbai &
Thane), Hon. High Court  and
Hon. Supreme Court.

 He  was the General
Secretary as well as Vice

President of Thane Labour Law Practitioners Association.
He was also Vice President of the Federation of Labour
Law Practit ioners Association. Presently, since
December, 2012, he  has been elected as General
Secretary of the Federation.

Aami Goenkar conveys felicitations to Adv. Pramod
N. Anaokar.

Our New Members
We warmly welcome our following new members

Shri Suresh Kare Mumbai Patron

Smt Sneha Vivek Mangaonkar Mimbai Patron

Dr Sughanda Anil karapurkar Mumbai Life

Smt Priyanka Pai Kakode Mumbai Life

Shri Anil Bhaskar Pai kakode Mumbai Life

Shri Vinod Dinanath Dhamaskar  Margao Life

Smt Sneha V. Prabhu Chodankar Mumbai Life

Dr Pandharinath V. Samant Margao Life

Smt Smruti Abhijit Sardesai Mumbai Life

 Shri Deep Karapurkar Margao Life

Smt. Rakhee Deep Karapurkar Margao Life

Shri Vinay Joshi Mumbai Life

Shri Vijaykumar Talgaonkar Panaji Life

Shri Paresh Ananat Joshi Mumbai Ordinary

Shri Narayan Vasant Wagle Mumbai Ordinary

Smt Usha Arvind Pawar Mumbai Ordinary

Shri Shailesh D Verenkar Navelim Ordinary

Shri Praneet Atmaram Amonkar  Navelim Ordinary

Shri Laxmikant Vaman Raikar Margao Ordinary
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